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Raven Lunatic 
First to the �nish! 

31st Malaspina Regatta

 July Results from The Summer Race Series
(Not Including Throw Out)  

Te-mer-it-y  11
Chiquita   19
Linnea   24
Peregrine  28
Elua Makani  31

https://photos.app.goo.gl/aaDK8mnkBVLcqZRr9

Enjoy Lorraine and Wayne’s cruise through
 the Gulf Islands and Princess Louisa 

Pssst, wanna buy a Star?
Ben has bigger plans and “All of it” 
is up for grabs,cheap as chips too. 

Contact me and I’ll pass on the info 

David Hoens latest video 
on WELO is here....

https://youtu.be/C1O3IsjUYRk
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Results for the 31st Malaspina Regatta
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Overall Corrected Results

Division Results
For race reports please see the Coast Reporter and the Harbour Spiel
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Check out the accompanying picture. This is a rendering of the downwind leg portion of the track that 
was recorded on Raven Lunatic’s chart plotter during the race (in red). The wind for the race was 
blowing directly downwind for the leg between Hospital Reef mark and the turning mark at Nelson 
Island. Most boats with traditional spinnakers chose to head directly downwind from the �rst mark 
to the second mark – the shortest route. Raven Lunatic headed towards the top end of Texada 
Island – approximately 37 degrees o� the wind. 

Look at the distances marked on the chart for each leg. 
The combined legs for Raven Lunatic were 4.07 nm while 
the boats choosing to sail directly to the next mark sailed 
a distance of 3.21 nm - an additional 0.86 nm for Raven 
Lunatic. Why sail, in this case, an additional 27% further? 

For yachts using asymmetrical spinnakers this can make 
sense for two reasons: (1) when sailing directly downwind 
the mainsail completely blankets the asymmetric 
spinnaker o�ering no additional power and (2) sailing at 
an angle to wind allows the boat to go faster as the 
apparent wind moves forward providing an apparent 
wind speed increase and additional lift.

The shape of the asymmetric spinnaker has a lot to do 
with being able to sail o� the wind. When running 
directly downwind, a traditional spinnaker designed with 
the greatest possible drag will be the fastest. But when 
tacking downwind with an asymmetric sail, it will be the 
sail with greater lift and least drag that will be faster.

So, as long as Raven Lunatic can sail more than 27% faster 
on these o�-wind downwind legs, she will reach the 
downwind mark sooner than sailing in a straight line. In fact 
in the 8-10 knots of wind on race day, Raven Lunatic would 
travel at 4.5 to 5 knots directly downwind. At an angle to the wind as during this race she reached 
speeds of 7 to 8 knots – an improvement of 55 to 60 percent. Easily making the choice to sail o� the 
direct line the right choice for this boat and her sails.

This may be a strategy that could be employed on your vessel. If you normally sail with a large
 jenny and a wing and wing con�guration on the downwind legs, think about trying to tack 
downwind at an angle that just keeps the foresail pulling. You might be pleasantly surprised 
with the results!

From The Poop Deck 

 By Brad Lowell Maximizing Downwind Speed
 Why is Raven Lunatic always going the wrong way???
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A few weeks ago a note popped up in my email box from 
David Twentyman regarding the upcoming Gibson’s regatta. 
My �rst reaction was…. hmm, sail about 35 miles, do a 12 
mile race, sail 35 miles back. I don’t think so. Then Brad 
phoned to say he was going and would I like to join him? 
After 10 seconds of serious thought, soul searching, 
considering all the options and what not, hell ya, lets go! 
Except I decided to take Drifter, my trimaran, and do the trip 
singlehanded. ..something I had never done. Drifter is an on 
going long term project that goes through various phases 
of being useful as a boat and a tool for making dust. There 
was about a week of prep needed to get the boat ready.

I left Friday morning at 8:00, peak of high tide. The dock 
where Drifter is moored is completely surrounded by rocks 
and can only be exited on the higher tides. It can be a pain, 
but moorage for a 24’ wide boat is hard to come by. Brad had 
delivered Raven Lunatic to Secret Cove the day before in a 
howling southerly and then spent the night recovering at 
home. We planned to meet up outside Secret Cove on Friday 
morning and buddy boat our way to Gibson’s. Friday 
morning brought �at water and sunny skies. Drifter moves 
along pretty well under power in calm water and I got there 
a little early, around 9:20. This gave me time to �nd the 
manual for the autopilot I just installed the day before and 
�gure out how it actually works. Raven Lunatic and Drifter 
met up around 10:00 and we started making our way south 
with sails up and engines running. 

Raven Lunatic headed out, Drifter and  I stayed closer to 
shore. My son, Tom, is working on the new apartment going 
up in Wilson creek and I wanted to do a sail past. I gave him a 
texted warning of my arrival and sure enough there he was 
waving from the top �oor! Kinda cool. I was still under power 
with the sail up but a check of my fuel supply suggested 
maybe I should cut the motor and let the light wind take me 
the rest of the way. Besides, it was early afternoon, a nice day 
and I had nothing better to do then sail to Gibson’s. Once the 
motor was turned o� the combination of light winds and 
sloppy seas added up to just 2 to 3 knots of boat speed. 
Sometimes less. Painful in terms of progress but quiet and 
peaceful without the motor going. Brad was way out in the 
Straight looking like he was moving along well so I tried 
heading out a little. Not much better. Finally, around Gower 
Point, the wind �lled in and I got some good speed going with 
7’s and 8’s �ashing on the speedo. Brad had long since past me 
and was probably tied to the dock by now. Ends up he power
sailed the whole way.  I don’t blame him, it was mostly a slow trip. 
 
 

    

The sail through the Gap between Gibson’s and Keats brought 
back some memories. I raced in this area for about 10 years, 
20 years ago. I sailed downwind to Plumpers Cove hoping for 
a mooring ball at the marine park. All full. The upwind sail 
back to the entrance to the Marina was great. I was 
accompanied by a fellow on little 14' catamaran who was out 
there blasting along. We gave each other some thumbs ups 
as we sailed side by side like big brother and little sister. 

Drifters wide beam means no dock space for us. Just as well, 
we’re still supposed to be distancing ourselves after all. I 
dropped the hook just o� the marina breakwater in 6 feet of 
water at low tide. A nice little spot just of the beach with no 
other boats around. But the tra�c in and out of the marina! 
Rolly-polly holy-moly! Dinner, solitaire and to bed was the 
evenings itinerary. The powerboat tra�c �nally let up around 
10 and it was a very quiet night on the hook. 

 Saturday morning, race day! I took care of some boat chores 
after breakfast and then it was time to head to the line for 
the 11:30 start. The race course was outside the harbour. 
There was a nice breeze of about 12 knots and the usual 
steep wave build up as I gets shallow in the bay just beyond 
the Gap. I stayed out of the way as Drifter’s manoeuvrability 
in tight situations is best described as “stately”.  23 boats on 
the line! Some big bruisers too! Lots of 40’ers. The countdown 
started, the horns blew and away we went. There was a 
group of us in the back, 6 or 8 boats. We were all heading for 
the committee boat end of the line and it looked like a little 
bit of a jam-up was in our near future. I guess the committee 
boat decided the race was on and his duty was done. They 
�red up the engine and headed o� before we’d crossed the 
start line! Sure made our back of the �eet start easier with no 
set line to cross! 

 

The Gibson’s Regatta 
My Excellent Adventure

By Ron Badley

Little cat having a hoot!
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The course took us downwind past Popham Island and the 
Paisley Group. We then rounded Worlcombe Island in a 
fading breeze. Once past Worlcombe we headed towards the 
mark on Hutt Rock where the wind started to freshen. Once 
around the rock it was a beat to windward past Keats Island 
and up through Gibson’s harbour. The breeze had built to 15 
to 18 knots and all the monohulls were struggling to keep
upright. On Drifter, with just the big mainsail set and being 
24’ wide it was just another easy and comfortable leg of the 
race. I had passed a few boats by now and was in 5th or 6th 
place. Just near the �nish line, right in by the marina, I got in 
a bit a tussle with an old nemesis. We both lost a couple of 
�nishing places while exchanging "helpful suggestions" on 
how to actually get across line. Ahhh, just like old times. 

The forecast for the next day was 20 knots out of the west. 
…on the nose for the entire trip home. Brad and I decided to 
head back right after the race.  Once outside of the harbour 
it was blowing a solid 20 knots! Oh well, may as well give it a 
go! I got Drifter settled in and the autopilot was doing a 
marvellous job of driving us upwind. The mast on Drifter is a 
freestanding carbon pole. In the gusts the top bends o� and 
spills the wind from the sail. Even in 20+ knots there is no 
need for a reef. I decided to head out quite a ways before 
tacking, hoping for �atter seas and a little less wind. As I’m 
sailing towards Vancouver Island I notice that o� my stern is 
a little monohull gaining on me. I think it was an older 
MacGregor 26, not the absurd power-sailer thing they make 
now. He’s got a little scrap of a jib up and that’s it. And, he’s 
really gaining on me! What the heck??? As he gets closer I can 
hear his outboard running… Now that makes sense! It 
looked like he was heading for Nanaimo and once he passed 
me, l tacked back in towards Roberts Creek. Long tack in. 
Long tack out. Against wind and tide the progress was slow. 
There were quite a few logs and debris in closer to  shore but 
once out a ways it was much more clear. With The autopilot 
doing the driving I had time to look around and just enjoy the
 beautiful late afternoon with the sun and water doing that 
glistening thing they do so well together. I sailed past a 40' 
log about 40’ to weather that I didn’t see as I was gazing o� 
the stern. Better pay more attention! 

 

Brad left a little after me as he had to drop o� his race crew 
at the Gibson’s marina. I �nally spotted him o� my stern as I 
was passing the White Islets near Sechelt. Those black sails of 
his are sure di�cult to pick out from a distance. In towards 
the Trail Islands, back out to near Halibut Bank, back in to near 
Redroof’s, back out to Whisky Gulf, back in towards Merry 
Island and then the wind died. 

It was about 8:30 by now, the sun was getting quite low. We 
had been sailing for 10 hours, with a race in there too, not a 
bad day at all! Brad made the call to head for Pender and 
sleep in a real bed. I headed into Secret Cove for the night. 
Just as the sun set I dropped the hook in the long arm of 
Secret Cove. The RVYC dock was busy but there was only one 
other boat on the hook. I dropped the anchor, hung up my 
bug screen, ate some pasta salad and hit the sack. That was 
one long day. 

Sunday morning the forecast was still for 20 knots out of the 
west. I downed a co�ee and headed out of Secret Cove 
expecting a good sail home. It was �at calm with barely a 
ripple on the water. After an easy motor to Pender, I was back 
at my dock by 10am. 50 hours later. Seemed a lot longer 
than that!

I broke a couple of minor things. Mostly undersized 
hardware, all easy �xes. Trying to adjust the steering cable 
while underway isn't a good idea, trust me. The outboard 
doesn’t go deep enough into the water and cavitates 
viciously in anything more than a slight chop.  ...gotta �x that 
somehow, very soon. The autopilot was a saviour. Like I said, 
Drifter is an ongoing project.  This was my �rst solo trip and 
Drifter was a perfect host for an excellent adventure.                    
                                       Lets go again!  

Heading past Merry Island
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Great Boats - Martin 242
By Ron Badley

Rigging Type: Fractional Sloop
LOA:24.17 ft 
LWL:19.25 ft 
Beam:8.00 ft 
S.A.:280.00 ft2 
Draft:4.75 ft 
Disp:2,500 lb 
Ballast:930 lb 

S.A./Disp.:24.38
Bal./Disp.:37.20
Disp./Len.:156.46

First Built:1980
# Built:350

25 years ago while campaigning a J24 out of  Gibson’s we would poke fun 
at the pesky 242. The J24 really needed a crew of 5 to be competitive. 
Those 242’s seemed to be getting by with only 2 or 3. Must be 
because they are so �imsy, we told ourselves. Then we would 
go to regattas like Squamish, Snake Island, Round Bowen… 
We’d sail our butts o� on the J24,  just to get to the �nish 
to see the 242’s already tied to the dock. Arg. The J got 
sold, I think it was an Express 27 that came next. 
…so many boats. 

Years later, here in Pender, I had the pleasure of owning 
a 242. Oh, how wrong we were about that boat! The 
cockpit has seats! It’s actually comfortable! The helm 
is as sweet as it gets. The rig is so easy to handle and 
that little jib... what treat to tack. 2 crew under main 
and jib is perfect. Add a 3rd if you want to �y the 
spinnaker. A 4th is handy too, but watch the 
weight. Lightly built? Compared to the beast 
of a J24, sure. Built well enough for our 
conditions? Absolutely. 

Indeed, the Martin 242 is a great boat. 
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